ROUND TERMINAL POSTS

- BRACE RAIL
- LOOP CAP
- 5/16" [8mm] # BOLT W/ HEX NUT
- BRACE RAIL
- CAST MALLEABLE BASE
- BARBED WIRE CORNER ARM TYP - CORNER POST
- PRESS CHED STEEL ARM

SQUARE TERMINAL POSTS

- BRACE RAIL
- LOOP CAP
- 5/16" [8mm] # BOLT W/ HEX NUT
- BRACE RAIL
- "C" LINE POST
- BARBED WIRE 45° ARM TYP - LINE POST
- PRESS CHED STEEL ARM

END & CORNER POST TOP OPTIONS
- STANDARD
- DOLE
- TWIST
- BARBED WIRE CORNER ARM TYP - CORNER POST
- PRIVACY OPTIONS STANDARD PIN/SLAT

PRIVACY SLATS NOTE:
ALL SLATS SHALL BE MANUFACTURED FROM A COMBINATION OF COLOR PIGMENTS, QUALITY HIGH DENSITY VIRGIN POLYETHYLENE AND ULTRAVIOLET INHIBITORS.